
                
                        

                     The Plum And The Prune 

 
                                       Let's start with a very simple question: 

                                            How does a plum go from looking like THIS... 

 

 

       

 

                                                                                 To THIS 

 

 

 

                                                          ...a lifeless, crinkled prune? 

 

Now, most people will say it's because "the plum has been dried out." 

And that's certainly part of the problem. But if that were the only reason... 

Then why can't you turn a prune BACK into a plum by simply soaking it in water? 

 

 



Sure, after a day or two, the prune may become a little softer, a little soggier. 

But you'll never fool someone into thinking it's a plum again... 

 

As your body dries out with age,  
your skin starts to look hollow and limp; 
which visibly alters the shape and structure of your entire face.  

 

Your skin naturally loses volume over time. 

Because the aged prune isn't just lacking moisture — it's lacking volume. 

And your skin works the same way. 

That's why I want to talk to you about a problem that affects nearly everyone over the age 
of 35, and keeps getting worse over time. 

It's called DERMAL VOLUME LOSS... 

Over time, the plump, soft tissue in and around your face naturally starts to lose fullness 

and definition. The production of collagen is necessary for a full face and the hollowness 

that results from aging is the volume loss that happens when its production is stunted. 

You may not be able to stop this volume loss altogether, but you can replenish lost volume 

with a substance proven to deeply penetrate the skin when applied topically. It has the 

unique ability to penetrate several skin layers and therefore provides a better, more 

deeply hydrating and smoothing effect for longer periods of time. 

 

What is this incredible ingredient found in high levels in Immortal Opulence? 

 



It’s called MSM…    

The supplement form of MSM is a white, odorless powder and is most well known for its 

use as a natural arthritis remedy since it helps to soften the joint tissue and restore 

flexibility. This is one of the primary reasons MSM is so effective as a topical skincare 

ingredient, among other properties it possesses. It is water soluble as a supplement, so 

will not build to toxic levels as your body just uses what is needed and flushes the rest out. 

 

MSM helps make the skin cells more permeable, and therefore more absorbent and 

receptive to plumping and hydration. This means that if it is an ingredient in your 

facial moisturizer, it can help the other ingredients gain entry to the skin cells in 

order to hydrate them more effectively. 

 

It has a brightening and luminizing effect on the skin overall when applied topically. 

This means it has similar results to light diffusing dermal fillers, although it is not a derma 

filler at all! 

MSM is fundamental for collagen creation.  Sagging skin and wrinkles, and also dry, 

split skin are all improved.   MSM works to fabricate new, solid tissues.   

MSM can standardize collagen establishment and drastically enhance skin health. 

 

                      So now you can prevent the plum from turning into a prune. 

 

                                          

 

The Immortal Opulence Family. 


